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Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater (SPDT) is a nationally-recognized
performance company that has been co-directed by Suzanne Costello and Stuart
Pimsler since its inception in 1979. In the U.S., SPDT’s work has been presented at
The Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Dance Theater Workshop (NYC),
Central Park’s SummerStage, Jacob’s Pillow, The American Dance Festival, and the
National Civil Rights Museum, among many others. International presentations have
included Canada, Europe, Israel, Taiwan, and Russia. A highlight of the company’s
25th Anniversary included an international tour sponsored by the Bermuda Ministry of
Culture.
SPDT has been a Twin Cities-based performance company for over 10 years. The
company’s singular and elaborate work has garnered critical acclaim for its ability to
situate highly physical, emotional vocabulary within stunning theatrical landscapes. In
these imagistic worlds, SPDT creates poetic stories focused on love, loss, and the need
for connection. SPDT’s gifted company of performers and collaborating designers
continues to realize a signature vision of “theater for the heart and mind”.
The company has twice been presented by the Guthrie Theater, Minneapolis. The Ends
of Love was commissioned in 2007 for the inaugural season of its new space, and invited
back in 2009 to present Tales of Longing over a two-week run. In 2006 Dancing
Wheels, the first stand up/sit down company in the U.S. commissioned a new SPDT
work, Big Trucks and Leverage, for both companies which was premiered to critical
acclaim in Cleveland, Ohio. The company’s Undercovers, commissioned by Pathways,
was presented at the Illusion and featured as part of a PBS documentary, Dance in the
Dark, broadcast throughout the 2007-2008 viewing season. SPDT received a 2008
SAGE Award for Outstanding Performance for its recent work, Ways to Be Hold.
SPDT’s Community Connections Programs reach a diverse array of audiences both locally
and nationally. The company’s outreach programs have prompted The Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts to cite it as a “national model” for its ability to be
inclusive of a wide range of cultural groups (Learning Audiences, 1997). SPDT has been
honored to serve as the resident company at F.A.I.R. Downtown, a WMEP fine arts
interdisciplinary school located in Minneapolis. At FAIR, SPDT was responsible for
the school’s dance curriculum including teaching junior and senior high school
students in the areas of dance techniques, choreography, and history. Every year,
SPDT’s WASH, Working with Artists, Sharing the Healing, brings together artists and
caregivers in focusing on the connection between creative expression and personal
health.
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STUART PIMSLER, selected by CityPages as Twin Cities “Artist of
the Year” in 2004, is celebrating his thirtieth year as Artistic Co –
Director of SPDT. His work has been honored with Choreography
Fellowships from the McKnight Foundation and the National
Endowment for the Arts as well as a Major Fellowship and six
Individual Fellowships from the Ohio Arts Council. Mr. Pimsler has
been commissioned by the Guthrie Theater, the Lila Wallace Arts
Partners Fund, National Performance Network Creation Fund, the
Jerome Foundation, the Wexner Center, University of Minnesota,
the Walker Art Center, among others. Mr. Pimsler's first children's
play, My Grandmother's Tsotchkes; Tales of a Gambling Grandmother had
its national premiere in March 2010 at SteppingStone Theatre, St.
Paul.
Mr. Pimsler holds an A.B. in English from Franklin & Marshall College and has a J.D. from
Catholic University School of Law. He was admitted to the New York State Bar in 1975 and
the following year was accepted as an M.F.A. Fellow in Dance at Connecticut College. His
mentors have included Martha Myers, past Dean of the American Dance Festival and past
Chair of the Dance program, Connecticut College, and Daniel Nagrin, whose solos Spanish
Dance (1948) and Word Game (1968) he continues to perform.
As cultural acitivist, Mr. Pimsler has served on the Board of Directors of Dance/USA (199097) and the Steering Committee of the National Performance Network (1992-95.) In October,
2005, Stuart Pimsler founded the SAGE Awards for Dance which are an annual celebration of
outstanding dance achievements in the Twin Cities community. He co-coordinates the yearly
event with Dana Kassel. www.sageawards.org
SUZANNE COSTELLO joined SPDT in New York City in 1979
and became its Artistic Co-Director in 1984. During her career with
the Company, she has been highlighted as a performer,
choreographer, teacher and rehearsal director. As SPDT’s Director
of Education, she has coordinated the Company’s yearlong residency
at FAIR/ Downtown (2009-2011.)
Ms. Costello’s choreographic work has been honored with three
Individual Artist Fellowships from the Ohio Arts Council and has
been commissioned by national dance companies and individual
artists. In the recent past she has directed and choreographed CATS
for Broadway at Iroquois, Louisville; Go, Dog, Go! for Metro Theater
Company, St. Louis, and Stage One, Louisville; and choreographed Grimm Tales for Children’s
Theatre, Minneapolis. She has also been a guest artist at numerous colleges and universities
throughout the U.S. and abroad. She has been a Sage Cowles Land Grant Guest Artist and an
Affiliate Faculty at the University of Minnesota.
In New York City, Ms. Costello performed with several companies, including Billy Siegenfeld
& Dancers and David Gordon Pick Up. Co. She has continued her association with Mr.
Gordon, who has set a number of works on SPDT. Recently she worked with colleague Joe
Goode in San Francisco who created a new solo for her, Movie Star Life. Ms. Costello first
began her study of dance at Washington University, St. Louis where she graduated with a
B.A. in Dance.
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What the Presenters Say. . .
“That evening was truly a magical and emotional experience…” Jay T. Hairston, Baldwin
Wallace College
“…I highly recommend Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater for a school residency. The
Company’s artistry will bring a new energy to
your school, your students and your staff.” Sally Krisko, Fort Hayes Career Centre
“…your work with the Fairmont High School Wrestling Team was one of the most rewarding
experiences I have encountered. Even though
it has been four months since the end of the program, I still reflect on the possibilities we have
developed in working with sports teams and opening new avenues for athletic training in
Kettering.”
Connie Campbell, Rosewood Art Centre
“…You have presented two programs for us that were directed to senior audiences. The
wondrous thing is that you understood that senior audiences are audiences as any other. You
did not play down or condescend. You were not afraid to confront and to shock, and as a
consequence you engaged your audience and made them respond on a level beyond passive
entertainment.”
Pauli Greenberg, Heritage Village
“The five residency events during the week provided a fine forum for our audience members to
learn more about the interlacing aspects of dance, theater, movement, and music. Here is an
artist who truly helps us all to see our culture in new way.
Maureen Masters, University of Dayton Arts Series
“I was most impressed by the company’s interaction with students of all ages - how the dancers
were able to get them to respond verbally and with body movement. It was fascinating to
observe young students using creative thinking skills and express their feelings.”
Wayne Markworth, Centerville City Schools
“The residency you and your company did at Bryden Elementary School was outstanding.
Your energy, enthusiasm and creativity, together with your natural teaching ability, made for
an exciting two weeks.”
Jon Curry, Bryden Elementary School
“The Performance was superb, but what made the week so special was the series of workshops
and ‘happenings’ that built the momentum and enthusiasm for the culminating performing
experience. Your visit had the qualities of a short residency - perhaps too short, but
wonderfully rich. The broadest range of students profited.”
Ted Aub, Hobart and William Smith Colleges
“The hallmark of the Company is Pimsler’s sensitive, witty and evocative choreography…the
work itself is extraordinarily compassionate.”
Phyllis Bleweis, University of Florida
“They were loved by the students. I found their work probing and entertaining at the same
time, done and performed beautifully.”
Jim Malcolm, The Colorado College
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What the Critics Say. . .
“Fulfillment, Rage, Gentility and Mourning… Mr. Pimsler was as persuasive in his
lamentations as he was in his jests”
Jack Anderson, New York Times
“Stuart Pimsler is a tremendously intelligent choreographer. His lush, complex and
beautifully performed works leave behind an emotional vapor trail.”
Camille LeFevere, Minneapolis Star Tribune
“The Pimsler Company is known for capturing with humor and compassion the spectacle of
every day life.”
Michael Casper, Columbus Art
“A performance by Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater is real life experience in a dream.”
Charlotte Lowe, Tucson Weekly
“This is a choreographer with a pricked conscience and a bared soul.”
William Littler, The Toronto Star
“With an auspicious Kennedy Center debut…Pimsler has established a mode that is distinctly
his own.”
Alan M. Kreigsman, The Washington Post
“You wonder how much more inventiveness Pimsler can pull from his choreographic hat.”
Donald Rosenberg, The Plain Dealer
“The former New Yorker is a master of physical comedy, interlacing spoken text with
rhythmic movement that speaks volumes.”
Camille LeFevre, Minneapolis Star Tribune
“So effectively do the performers pull us into the emotional world they create.”
Elizabeth Zimmer, The Village Voice
“In its acknowledgement of loss, its existential questioning and its search for comfort where
it can be found, Swimming to Cecile is a profoundly moving work.”
Suzanne Levy, The Washington Post
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CURRENT REPERTORY

Tales From the Book of
Longing
Premiered at the Guthrie Theater on October 8th, 2010.
Inspired by the poetry of Leonard Cohen and the music of
Antony and the Johnsons, Tales from the Book of Longing
unfolds in an episodic landscape of sinuous moments out of
reach and quiet scenes of missed chances. This evening length work weaves its way through a
world of frayed relationships teetering on the edge of change.
Music: Antony and the Johnsons, Otis Redding, Carla Bruni, Anouar Brahem, Philip Glass,
Henryk Gorecki, Ethel, Neverwas, Michelle Kinney, and Giya Kanchelli
“when we say a work is ‘adult” we usually mean it contains nudity, or that it’s
depressing. But Pimsler’s work is adult in another sense: full of the vivid and
complex emotion of adult life”
-Lightsey Darst (MN Artists)

Ways To Be Hold
Honored with a 2008 Minnesota SAGE Award for
“Outstanding Choreography”, explores the dynamic of
holding and being held filtered through a series of
personal and global inquiries. The entire company is
caught between moments of tenderness and assault as
they decide how to respond in dangerous times. Spoken
word artist Tiyo Siyolo narrates this compelling work
with courage, grace and a ferocious spirit.

“Ways to Be Hold is a searing portrait of empowerment, fear and struggle set to
elegiac music of Ross Edwards. An intensely fascinating and disturbing experience,
it was danced with generous flair by the exceptional Pimsler Company.”
- Donald Rosenberg, Cleveland Plain Dealer.
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The Ends of Love
(2007) The Ends of Love, which was commissioned by
the Guthrie and conceived, written and directed by
Stuart Pimsler, offers an abridged history of love
and relationships filtered through the wisdom and
candor of a nine-year-old boy.
Set in an imagistic world of emotional movement
and intimate dialogues, The Ends of Love muses on
love, lust and loss from youth to old age, while
referencing works from Plato’s Symposium to Nicole Krauss’ The History of Love to Jonathan
Safran Foer’s novel Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close. The full-length performance features
seven dancers and four musicians, including composer Michelle Kinney playing cello, as well
as a video component which plays throughout the piece.
“In this new theater and dance piece,”, “the work of Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater
can be passionate to the point of electrifying and at other times intimate, delicate
and humorous. The subject matter of The Ends of Love is a perfect
match for the virtuosities of this company.”
- Michael Bigelow Dixon

Total Surrender
Total Surrender takes its title from a poem by
Rumi while considering the possibility of a
“mighty peace” rather than conflict. The first
rehearsal for Total Surrender began on
September 11, 2001 and evolved as a daily
journal, chronicling Mr. Pimsler’s response to a
changed world. The accompanying musical score, Peaceable Kingdom, was created by
nationally recognized composer Ingram Marshall.
Zero Circle
by Rumi (1207-1273)
I. Be helpless, dumbfounded,
Unable to say yes or no,
Then a stretcher will come from grace
to gather us up.
II. We are all too dull-eyed to see that beauty.
if we say we can we’re lying.
That No will behead us.
And shut tight our window onto spirit

III. So let us rather not be sure of anything
Beside ourselves, and only that, so
Miraculous beings come running to help.
IV. We shall be saying finally,
With tremendous eloquence, Lead us
When we have totally surrendered to that beauty,
We shall be a mighty kindness.

“A work that grows more complex and
profound with each viewing”
-Star Tribune
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The Men from the Boys
A comic/tragic exploration of male rituals and relationships.
A contemporary gladiator confronts a figure of authority in a
work with a most unexpected ending.
“Pimsler fashions a pas de deux for the two men that blends wrestling
take-down moves with pseudo-balletic lifts and turns, a
brilliant…analogy.” The Pittsburg Press

Sentry
SPDT’s original scenic designer and visual
coordinator Ronald Aiji Kajiwara suggested the
initial idea for this work. Aiji brought a
photograph to our studio of a young, Lebanese
soldier who lay wounded in a hospital bed. Most
of the photo was black and white but behind the
young man was a window stuffed with pastel
colored sandbags. The beauty and the horror of
this image struck Aiji. This was the inspiration for Sentry.
At the time this work was created, Ronald Reagan was in office. The U.S. was not at war,
although Reagan warned of the potential global dangers of renegade countries acquiring
nuclear arms. Although we had not performed this work in a number of years, the current
political climate inspired us to bring this work back into the repertory.
“One of the most powerful anti-war works to be seen in a long time” -New York Times
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Rooms of Disquiet
Rooms of Disquiet unfolds as a mysterious dream
shared by seven characters intersecting each other’s
lives. The origins and partial dialogue for this work
spring from the short, short stories of Franz Kafka
who created a world of lust, craving and loneliness.
This is SPDT’s most cinematic work, which has
been performed in both traditional venues as well
as site specific settings.

Joy
An autobiographical portrait of “An Artist as a Young Jew.”
Through movement and conversation directed to imagery relatives
in the audience, Mr. Pimsler describes his childhood in New York
City, growing up to become an attorney and eventually emerging as
Artistic Director of SPDT.
“If he wants yet another career, Pimsler might consider stand-up comic. In
this work, he is Columbus’ answer to Woody Allen.” The Columbus
Dispatch
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PRESS
The Star Tribune
Sunday, February 13, 2011 by Caroline Palmer

Dance work Explores love, battle of sexes in time for Valentine’s
Day
What is love, anyways? Pop star Howard Jones sang this question in the 1980's, but its been
asked repeatedly by philosophers, artists and just about anyone who has experienced the joy - or
misfortune - of being in love. Of course, there's no east answer. Perhaps people just enjoy
pondering all the possibilities, which explains why "The Ends of Love" by Stuart Pimsler Dance
& Theater is such an emotionally engaging work.
Commissioned by The Guthrie Theater in 2007, "Ends" returns to Minneapolis' Southern Theater
this weekend, in time for Valentine's Day. Drawing upon influences as diverse as Plato's
"Symposium" and the Nicole Krauss novel "The History of Love," the work delves into the
exquisite messiness characterizing relationships and ergetically explores all of the passion,
pettiness and peacefulness to be found there.
Onstage narration by Pimsler's son Gabriel, who's now in the eighth grade but also appears on the
video at a younger age, adds a layer of innocent perspective. "Love can turn our life upside
down," he states. And here it literally does as the dancers soar and stumble through their
encounters with one another, propelled by a tonally rich composition from Michelle Kinney,
joined by live musicians Park Evans and Jacqueline Ultan.
"Ends" encompasses two halves, one defined by raw feeling, the other by contemplation. Early
on, Brian Evans, Kari Mosel, Cade Holmseth and Roxane Wallace-Patterson dive into duets
literally churning with sensuality. The fervent tone shifts into a different gear as the performers
engage in a battle of the sexes, poking fun at the irreconcilable Mar/Venus divide and devolving
into a clothes-ripping party scene followed by a riotous Greek Chorus.
Tenderness, reconciliation and a sense of love's mystery underscore the second part of "ends".
Here we see Pimsler and Suzanne Costello slow-dancing in a bathtub, Holmseth's quiet ballet
near the rafters using aerial silks, a delicate dance with eggs, a lush solo from Heather Klopchin, a
recital of fears (rational or not), and even a playful regression to childhood crushes.
Throughout "Ends" there's talk of the first emotion, "Whoa!," which was followed by "Wow!"
Such simples words can speak volumes. And so can an evening of dance, especially when
performed by the likes of Pimsler, a keen observer of humanity's contradictions, and his gifted
company.
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COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
At the heart of SPDT’s aesthetic vision is the belief that the arts have the most significant
impact when participants are actively involved in the creative process. The company has been
particularly committed to those groups and individuals who do not generally have the
opportunity to see their lives, culture, or experience reflected through the arts. SPDT has
created projects and performance works with community casts representing a broad socioeconomic cross-section of the population, including collaborations with healthcare
professionals, parents and children, high school athletes, senior citizens, and many others.
SPDT’s community-inclusive programs give voice to those populations who typically do not
have an opportunity to see their lives as the focal point for arts exploration.

Arts & Healthcare
WASH (Working with Artists, Sharing
the Healing) an annual symposium for
Twin Cities’ artists and caregivers
presented from March 2002 through
2009. WASH helped participants
explore the potential for connecting
creative expression and healing.
Caring for the Caregiver, a
movement/story based workshop for
healthcare professionals including
physicians, nurses, medical students, hospice staff and volunteers, social workers, therapists,
counselors, chaplains, administrative personnel, as well as patients and their families.
Meaning in Movement workshops for stroke survivors and their caregivers.
Life Stories, a seated movement/story workshop for senior adults to give voice to their life
histories.
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Arts & Education
K-12 Residencies
Performances of the Company’s current
Repertory which includes “Talk Piece,” a post
performance discussion with the audience.
Lecture/Demonstrations - Includes selections
from SPDT’s current repertory and narration by
an Artistic Co-Director, which invites
participants to step through the process of
making dance/theater with the artist.
Movement and Dance classes for Children (K-12).
“. . . We will not forget how your company provided our students with a comprehensive dance
experience, one that will continue to influence their appreciation and perhaps participation in the performing
arts for years to come. We were especially impressed with your natural teaching talents and sensitivities to
our students’ needs”. (Deborah E. O’Brien, Principal, Beachwood Elementary School)
Family Matter Program – This in depth residency focuses on family history and ancestry
while celebrating the participants’ individuality.
Families in Motion, a movement workshop for children and adults to participate in together.

University Residencies
The company’s interdisciplinary curriculum
engages students in dance, theater, literature, and
other related areas of study. Unique offerings
include:
Commissioned Works selected Current
Repertory and new works may be commissioned.
Master Classes for Dance Students and Dancers
which include Modern Dance Technique,
Movement/Text Improvisation,
Composition/Choreography and Repertory.
The Artist as Citizen – An introduction to community inclusive art making that connects
artists to non-traditional populations such as healthcare providers and stroke survivors
Survival Strategies – Insight into the working world of artists by providing strategies for
becoming a self-sustaining artist in contemporary culture. Tools such as resumes, grant
writing, budgets, auditions, and two-year plans are addressed.
“. . .Your lecture demonstration ended an exciting day of visual art in motion. The movements of the entire
company were spell-bounding as you escorted us through your thoughts while creating the work. That
evening was truly a magical and emotional experience.” (Jay T. Hairston, Baldwin Wallace College)
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Community Projects
McKinley’s Carnation (1992) was commissioned
by a consortium of public and private preservation
agencies to celebrate the renovation and legacy of
the historic Ohio Statehouse. This work was
performed on the grounds of the State Capitol and
included an intergenerational cast of fifty-five
individuals.
Rest/Stop (1994) was commissioned with funds
from the American Dance Touring Initiative and the University of Florida. During a threemonth residency, SPDT created a traveling performance work that transported audiences on
school buses to five different outdoor locations including a retirement home housed on a
former plantation, a 1950’s art-deco motel and swimming pool, a nature center, and a public
parking lot transformed into a beach. Each location was selected because of its unique
historical or cultural significance for the City of Gainesville. The cast included 35 community
performers, ages 10-85 years old.
Out of Our Hands (1995) was commissioned by the City of Allentown, PA and its Mayfair
Arts Festival. This work was performed by community dancers and nurses from local
hospitals and staged in an empty, outdoor public swimming pool.
Out of This World/The Life After Life Project, (1997-2001) was originally commissioned by
the University of Arizona Presents. This project was one of the only six national projects
supported by major funding from The Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Arts Partners Program in
1998. OOTW was recreated in cities across the U.S. (including the Twin Cities in January,
2001) for casts of 30-50 local artists and caregivers. The community outreach component of
OOTW included workshops at hospitals, hospices, nursing homes, veteran’s homes,
retirement villages, Native American reservations, AIDS support groups, local public schools,
universities and other community locales
Moving Inquiries (2002) commissioned by Pathways and the The Weisman Art Museum in
Minneapolis and presented at the Museum in conjunction with the national exhibit Hospice: A
Photographic Inquiry. The cast included fifteen community members from a myriad of
professionals, ranging from business to counseling to teaching.
The Beauty in Difference Project, (2002-2006) explored the emergency state of cultural
tensions in the aftermath of September 11. Through a comprehensive series of workshops at
culturally specific neighborhood centers throughout Hennepin and Anoka Counties,
participants collaborated with SPDT to uncover stereotypes and cultural patterns of bias. The
objective of the project was to blur the demographics of cultural differences by identifying
universal themes present in the contemporary human condition. The common thread
connecting all of the project’s activities was an invitations to discuss, reveal, and surrender
those personal secrets relating to people of other races, other religions, other countries, or any
other group that was identified as “them” by another group or individual.
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LETTERS OF
APPRECIATION & RECOMMENDATION

August 18, 2011
To Whom if May Concern,
This is a letter of gratitude and support for Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theatre, who offered
a week long residency and performance of “The Ends of Love” at Winona State
University in the Department of Theatre and Dance during the 2010-2011 academic year.
We are a small department with a dance minor program, and throughout the week we
were all entranced and inspired by the warmth, intelligence and artistry of the company
members, who shared generously and inclusively. Our students were challenged to instill
their movements with meaning from the inside out, and to show up in a very authentic
way in rehearsal and residency activities. This was modeled and beautifully and
reinforced through the dedication, commitment level, and friendly presence and of each
SPDT company member.
Throughout the residency week, over 750 WSU students were engaged through master
classes, activities, rehearsals, and the beautifully wrought performance of “Ends of
Love.” The residency also included community outreach to a local nursing home where
staff and family participated in a “Caring for the Caregiver” workshop. It was a life
giving to see the joy of residents of Saint Anne Extended Health Care and Callista Court
Assisted Living Center expressing aspects of their life stories through movement. The
playful and relaxed environment, and the skilled support of company members working
one on one with the residents brought out the best in everyone!
The company practices and embodies their mission. “Theatre of the heart and mind” truly
reflects their integrated approach to dance theatre that is relevant, poignant, visceral, and
emotionally engaging. The artistic quality and depth of their research, expressive
choreography, and teaching hooked our students, faculty, and audience members on
multiple levels of inquiry about art and life.
As guest teaching artists with a packed daily schedule, they continually took the time to
listen, connect and get to know us. SPDT showed a genuine interest and caring in us as
individuals and as a community. Their presence, warmth, and positive influence on our
dancers continues to be revealed in their learning and artistic connections. We are very
fortunate that the company will be returning to Winona to work with us again this year.
Please contact me if I may be of further assistance by email: gcohenour@winona.edu or
phone: (507) 457-5665.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Cohenour
Professor and Dance Program Director
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CENTRAL MIDDLE SCHOOL
Principal Mary Bussman • 763-528-4705
Assistant Principal John Kulick • 763-528-4715
Assistant Principal Rick Ostby • 763-528-4717
900 49th Avenue NE • Columbia Heights, MN 55421
763-528-4700 PHONE • 763-528-4707 FAX
www.colheights.k12.mn.us

November 2, 2010
To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing in support of the Stuart Pimsler Dance and Theater in their application for
the 2010-11 Arts Learning grant. Central Middle School is located in Columbia Heights,
a first ring suburb northeast of Minneapolis. Our students are diverse with approximately
a 28% Hispanic students, 32% Black students and 32% White students. Additionally,
72% of our students live in poverty and 28% are English learners. As a result of a 2010
Arts Learning grant supported by Legacy funding, the Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater
(SPDT) served as our resident dance company here at Central Middle School in
Columbia Heights to create Family Matters. Four artists in residence joined seventy-five
sixth-grade students for two weeks in October (10/1-15, 2010) working intensively with
the students and three teachers—English, Physical Education and Visual Art teachers.
SPDT prefaced the residency with three planning meetings, July through September, with
the school principal and the teachers to be involved. The Family Matters Project
residency began with a lecture and demonstration which featured the entire company and
which was presented to all sixth grade students. Subsequently, SPDT worked with a
selected group of 75 sixth grade students. Through these daily meetings, the dance artists
presented the history of dance, built movement vocabulary skills, and directed the
creation of a dance performance. At the end of the residency, the students presented the
work they had created to their parents, other family members and the rest of the sixthgrade class. As another way to connect the residency into the greater community, SPDT
presented their Families in Motion evening workshop, which was open to all school
families. The Family Matters Project was a wonderfully integrated residency with
students writing I Am From poems in English class; studying and creating family portraits
in visual arts class; and sharing and playing games from their families in physical
education. The SPDT Family Matters Project residency provided our students with
access to in-depth arts experiences, strengthened their knowledge and appreciation of
dance, and offered a meaningful arts experience that relates to their own lives. We look
forward to working with SPDT again next year and hope the funding will be there to
allow Central Middle School to do so.
Sincerely,
Mary A.
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

STUART PIMSLER DANCE & THEATER
THEATER FOR THE HEART AND MIND

Address: 528 Hennepin Ave S. Suite 707
Minneapolis, MN 55403
Phone:
763-521-SPDT
Email:

SPDanTh@gmail.com
SPDanTh.Office@gmail.com
Website: www.stuartpimsler.com
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